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Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) is a phrase coined by 
people who are not compliance professionals. It may be an effort to 
sell whatever they have to CEOs. Compliance is the latest big thing, 
and it’s attracting a lot of attention that others want to capitalize on. 
When I was in consulting, things like GRC were often referred to as 
“the management program of the month.” Governance and risk are 
important, but they are only two of many important pieces of compli-
ance. Governance is very broad. Compliance’s role in governance is 
very specific. It primarily involves reporting compliance activities to 
the Board and educating the Board on its role in compliance. Com-
bining these three terms, and emphasizing risk and governance, can 
dilute the emphasis on compliance. 

People would rather talk to the Board and do risk assessments than 
find and fix problems. Compliance finds and fixes problems. It’s hard 
and sometimes unpopular, but compliance works. Compliance must 
be independent, accountable, responsible, and focused. It cannot 
become a special project or an afterthought. We must stay focused and 
stick to the basic elements. This dilution of the compliance effort is a 
risk to compliance programs and a risk to the compliance profession. 
Compliance is here because all theories and efforts before compliance 
failed to prevent corporate scandals and other regulatory problems. 

People who perpetuate things like GRC can hurt the profession. 
There are a lot of new and inexperienced compliance officers out there 
who may lose focus because of these esoteric theories. If we don’t stay 
focused on the basic elements of an effective compliance program, we 
will be as ineffective as those who came before us. 

There are departments in every organization that may want to 
perpetuate theories like this. There are half a dozen departments that 
would like to take over compliance. Compliance cannot be diluted or 
become an afterthought of a department that has other responsibili-
ties. These departments have their own overarching missions that are 
very important. Compliance cannot be something we will get to if we 

have time. It cannot be second to another 
priority. Compliance Officer is listed in the 
ten hottest jobs in the country. It’s not a 
governance job. It’s not a risk job. It’s not 
a legal, audit, or any of the other jobs in 
a typical company. The reason it works is 
because its only interest is finding and fixing 
problems. It’s tempting to complicate it and add on all kinds of exotic 
elements. We must stay focused.

I listened to a GRC presentation with several other compliance 
professionals a week ago. There were forty slides jam-packed with 
theoretical and academic analysis. There was only one slide on compli-
ance. The speaker listed the seven elements from the U.S. Sentencing 
Guidelines; however, he changed two of them. If there was anything 
on governance, I missed it. The rest was a dissertation on risk. Risk 
emphasizes identifying where serious problems may be. Compliance 
emphasizes fixing problems. Risk assessments are a piece of an effective 
compliance program. 

Everyone sat in quiet anguish until the GRC presenter started throw-
ing in Corporate Social Responsibility. When he said that the Corpo-
rate Social Responsibility people were going to take over compliance, 
the compliance professionals in the room exploded in a cacophony of 
“I can’t take it anymore.” They spent the next fifteen minutes explain-
ing our profession to him. 

Some people are diluting the compliance effort. They are distract-
ing corporate America away from compliance. Many people want 
to do anything but find and fix problems. Almost every scandal had 
a department or two that said they were aware of the problem but 
couldn’t fix it. When asked, they would explain that they did not have 
the authority or responsibility. They do not want to investigate and 
discipline, because it’s unpopular and difficult. They want to talk to 
the Board, because it’s interesting. They want to do risk assessments, 
because it’s more fun to analyze rather than find and fix problems. 

We should go out of our way to stay focused. We should go out of our 
way to prevent compliance from becoming an afterthought of another 
department. We should go out of our way to avoid perpetuating 
theories that will dilute compliance programs and distract compliance 
professionals. Our mission is simple. Our mission is hard. If we let 
others define our profession, we will fail. ■
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Stay Focused




